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ABSTRACT 

It is a common misconception to consider the intensified charge coupled device 

(ICCD) to be simply a finite element detector. In reality, one must consider the ICCD as 

an optical system in and of itself, complete with its own throughput and point spread 

function. Only in this light can an accurate model for ICCD performance be developed. 

Variations in SNR viath image size can have broad implications in the design and 

modeling of ICCD based systems. Results from an experiment devised to measure the 

variation of SNR performance with input image size for selected Generation 2 

microchannel plate (MCP) ICCD's are presented. Also presented is a generalized 

theoretical model for ICCD SNR performance for small images. 



1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The genesis for this thesis began several years ago during the testing phase of the 

adaptive optical system called the Wavefront Control Experiment (WCE), a subsystem of 

the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) tracking and pointing program named Starlab. 

During the course of acceptance testing for an intensified charge coupled device (ICCD) 

sensor used within the WCE, it was discovered that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

produced by small images viewed by the camera was related to the size of the image on 

the focal plane. This effect has specific performance implications in areas such as optical 

tracking, where the accuracy is related to the SNR on a pixel, and where the object 

commonly varies in size during the engagement. Early investigation of this effect led to 

the conclusion that the blur introduced by the intensifier caused this effect, and a specific 

theoretical development was proposed which provided a partial explanation for the 

variation in SNR. (Lazzarini, Smith, and Sartor, 1989) 

During the course of this thesis, it was discovered that the ability of MCP GEN II 

intensified CCD sensors to detect light began to decrease when the diameter of a uniform 

incident image on the ICCD input plane was below 200 iim. An experiment was devised 

to characterize this effect, in which constant and uniform illumination was incident on 

the camera under test, while a changeable circular mask was placed on the intensified 

camera input plane (photocathode). Signal to noise ratio was determined by temporally 

averaging the signal of the peak pixel in the detected pattern for 100 frames, and dividing 

by the standard deviation on this signal. By changing the size of the mask, the variation 

in SNR viath input image diameter was characterized. A sample set of data, normalized 
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and plotted in figure 1, shows this variation where a drop in SNR for apertures <200 /nm 

is evident. 

Revision of the theoretical model for the ICCD produced a generalized 

convolution expression which, when applied to the experimental parameters, allowed 

prediction of the results. The dotted line in figure 1 is the performance predicted by this 

model. It is acknowledged that in reality images on the input to the ICCD will not be as 

well defined as the apertures in the experiment. Nonetheless, it will be shown that the 

results can easily be extended to non-uniform input images. 

Aperture Size vs SNR 

200 400 500 600 

Aperture Size (microns) 

800 1000 

Figure 1: SNR Variation with Apertiire Size 

Ultimately, it vidll be shown that the SNR produced by a given pixel in the 

intensified CCD is directly related to the diameter of the input spot for images much less 

than the system blur diameter, and is directly related to the blur diameter for images that 

are much larger than the system blur. While the first part of this statement may be 
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intuitive, the second part is not so obvious and will thus be explored in some detail 

belov^'. A generalized expression will be proposed which will allow extension of this 

SNR model to a typical optical system using the ICCD, along with a rough set of criteria 

that can be used to determine whether a given system model must employ this SNR 

expression. In most cases, the ICCD should be considered as an optical system in and of 

itself, with its own point spread function and throughput and not simply as a finite 

element detector. Proper performance prediction in larger systems incorporating the 

ICCD must necessarily include this subsystem model. 

In many systems such as the ICCD's under consideration in this thesis, the blur 

introduced by the intensifier is the same as the system point spread function. However, 

this is not always the case as in devices such as photon counters. Therefore, in the 

context of this thesis, the blur is defined as the response of the ICCD to a single photo-

electron event, as measured at the output. This effect v^all also be referred to as the 

photo-electron (p-e) pulse response. This blur produces a distribution of events that are 

approximated by a gaussian function wdth a diameter of b ( = exp(-7rr2/2b2)) as projected 

to the input to the intensifier ~ the photocathode. 
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2.0 APPLICATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

During the course of this investigation, it was discovered that knowledge of this 

effect was not new. Indeed, frequent use of intensified cameras by the astronomical 

community in the late seventies and eighties lead to the de facto understanding that 

optimal sensitivity performance of intensified systems could not be realized if the image 

size was below the intensifier blur size. Steps were often taken to ensure that the image 

was sufficiently magnified to ensure optimal performance. Characterizations of different 

aspects of this effect in ICCD's, by Cromwell et al. (1985), Hertel (1988), and others can 

be found, although a literature search jaelded no detailed treatments of SNR variations. 

Consideration of the optical design alone (i.e., not the application) dictates that 

this problem could be at least partially mitigated by simply matching the input optical 

point spread function (due to diffraction, aberrations, etc.) to the blur of the ICCD. 

However, in some applications, such as optical tracking systems, the commensurate three 

to five-fold loss in field of view (assuming the aperture cannot be reduced) is generally 

not acceptable. In other words, there is information to be gained from images that are 

near or below the resolution of the sensing system. (Resolution in this instance is defined 

by the blur of the intensifier, and not the CCD pixels or diffraction.) Since noise 

equivalent measurements (e.g., the noise equivalent angle (NEA) in tracking) made by 

the ICCD are determined, in part, by the SNR per pixel, it is imperative that any 

variation in SNR be understood and accurately modeled. Thus, while an image changes 

in size on the focal plane (due to the proximity of an object to a tracking system, for 

example), not only must the corresponding change in intensity be determined (due to the 

change in target solid angle, and angle of incidence), but the image size on the focal 
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plane must also be compared to the ICCD blur diameter. If the target image is near the 

blur diameter, then the effect of the blur on SNR must be taken into account. 

One particularly interesting parallel is in the field of radiological imaging in 

which phosphor thickness or the proximity of the phosphor to the recording media can 

cause a blur whose statistical properties are similar to that of the ICCD blur under 

consideration. In a book on the subject, Barrett and Swindell (1974) explore the effects 

of blur on SNR for radiological images. Their theoretical treatment of blur as it affects 

SNR can be used to obtain the same result as the theory derived within this thesis. 
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3.0 BACKGROUND 

3.1 INTENSIFIERS 

Since the intensifier is the primary performance limiter in the ICCD, it is 

instructive to discuss some of its basic properties. The image intensifier is a device that 

accepts light as its input, and emits amplified light ft-om a phosphor at its output. In the 

Generation II intensifiers under consideration, there are four basic components to the 

construction. (A diagram of a typical GEN 2 intensifier is shovra in figure 2.) Incident 

photons impinge on the photocathode input plane and are converted to photoelectrons. In 

close proximity to the photocathode is the microchannel plate (MCP) — a glass wafer 

vdth hollow glass tubes that are coated with a high resistivity material. Electrons fi-om 

the photocathode are accelerated across a potential difference to the MCP where 

secondary electrons are created by electron contact with the MCP wall. These secondary 

electron emissions cascade down the length of the tube creating exponentially increasing 

numbers of electrons (1000 electrons per incident electron is typical). The MCP tubes 

are typically inclined ~5 degrees to the photocathode to increase the probability that an 

electron will impact the wall and cause secondary emissions. In this way, large gain can 

be applied to the original signal. A second potential difference accelerates these 

electrons toward the phosphor, which fluoresces in response, thus producing an amplified 

optical output signal. This signal is then transferred to the CCD array by a fiber optical 

coupling. In some cases this coupling includes a demagnification/minification via 

tapering of the fiber coupler to the CCD, as shown is figure 2 (a lens coupling can also be 

used). Inefficiencies at each of the component interfaces contribute to a reduction in 
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performance and an increase of blur. These include collection efficiencies of the MCP 

and fiber optics, quantum efficiency of the photocathode, and efficiency of the phosphor 

in electron to photon conversion. In a typical intensifier, -lOOOV is applied to the 

photocathode, -800 is applied to the first surface of the MCP while the other side is at 

ground, and a +6000V potential accelerates the MCP emitted electrons to the phosphor. 

Optical gains produced by MCP intensifiers are typically on the order of 1-3 x IC 

photons per detected photon (assuming that the output wavelength is the same as the 

input). (Cromwell et al, 1973, Csorba (1985), Hertel (1988), Varo.) 

-1000V 

-800V 

GND 

-h 6000V 

Fiber Optical Input Window 

Photocathode 

MicroChannel Plate 

Phosphor 

Output Window 

Rber Optical Minifler 

CCD 

Figure 2; Typical Generation II Intensifier 

One property unique to intensifiers is their ability to shutter at extremely fast 

speeds. This is accomplished by using a pulsed input to control the bias voltage applied 

to the photocathode. In a typical system, a gate pulse triggers a +250 V change in 

potential on the photocathode changing its value to -750 V, thus producing a net +50 V 
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bias that prevents most electrons from traversing the gap between the photocathode and 

the MCP. A change in gate pulse polarity reverses this process and again allows 

electrons to reach the MCP. Gate timing is controlled by a low voltage pulse generator 

that is synchronized to the CCD start-of-frame signal. Pulse width can be controlled well 

below the microsecond level. 

The large optical amplification produced by the intensifier is not without cost in 

other performance areas. Typically, spatial resolution is the parameter most affected by 

the process of intensification, which effectively increases the size of the p-e pulse 

response. A number of papers have addressed this issue and its probable causes, which 

include both light and electron scattering, multiple reflections at various surfaces, and 

cross-talk at the input and output of the glass or fiber optical v^andows. The net result is 

a blur of the input image, thus reducing the resolution of the device. (Hertel, et al., 1988; 

Acharya, 1990.) 

3.2 CCD's 

The charge coupled device is an array of silicon photodetectors integrated onto a 

single chip. These elements can be thought of as small capacitors that will hold charge 

imparted to them for a finite period of time. This charge is produced primarily by 

photons that are incident on the array, converted to electrons with a certain probability 

(quantum efficiency) and accumulated in the depletion region of the detector elements. 

Readout of the array is accomplished via a phased voltage sequentially applied to the 

horizontal array elements in such a way as to cause the charge on a particular element to 

be transferred to the element in the row below it. In the type of CCD's tested, each pixel 

consisted of a sensitive area and a masked area known as a shift register. After charge 
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has accumulated for 1/60 second in the unmasked area of the picture element (pixel), a 

pulse is sent to each pixel causing its charge to be shifted to the masked registers (this is 

repeated a second time for a second set of interlaced lines). Readout of this shifted 

charge occurs using the phased vertical transfer of charges while the unmasked areas 

collect signal. This process is called interline transfer, and has the primary disadvantage 

of requiring part of each element for charge storage. The fill factor, defined as the active 

area of the pixel divided by the total pixel area, is approximately 60% for the arrays used 

in this test. 

Noises associated with the CCD can arise fi"om the input light source, the CCD 

construction and electronics, and the amplification of the CCD output signal. 

Contributions from most sources are in the 200-500 electron range, and are even less for 

a well-designed array. Since the intensifier imparts a large gain to the input signal 

(typically >1000x), contribution from most CCD noise sources becomes insignificant. 

Noises that can still affect the intensified camera signal are pixel clock feed through, 

detector non-uniformity (spatial pattern errors), and photon noise. Photon or shot noise 

is due to the random arrival of incident photons, a process that is approximated by a 

Poisson distribution where the variance on the signal is equal to the signal. Detector non-

uniformity is a variation in response of different regions of the CCD array, and pixel 

clock feed through is the high frequency noise generated by capacitive coupling of the 

high frequency clock rates required to read the CCD array. Both manifest themselves as 

spatially fixed patterns on the output video signal and can thus increase noise in the 

measured signal. The effect of pixel clock noise can be drastically reduced by 

synchronous sampling of the data, and array non-uniformity can be reduced by providing 

offset levels to the data (with the unpleasant side effect of a reduction in the dynamic 

range). Errors associated with such spatial patterns (as applied to this experiment) are 
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discussed further in section 5.5.4. For a more detailed discussion of inherent CCD 

noises, the reader is referred to Dereniak and Crowe (1984). 

Typically, CCD's have high resolution, primarily limited by the spatial frequency 

of the pixels. They are not generally shot noise limited at low light levels unless cooled 

(cooled arrays are not within the scope of this paper). Equation 1 is an expression that 

can be used to calculate the SNR of a detector, where is the number of photo-electrons 

that are detected, the sum of the squares of all noises (in electrons) except shot 

noise, and G is the gain factor due to the intensifler. From this equation it can be seen 

that the gain introduced by the intensifier effectively reduces all noises except shot noise. 

Gain levels in this experiment were typically set at 75% of maximum, which is on the 

order of 7500. 

Examination of the above equation yields an interesting result: once the gain reaches the 

level where shot noise is dominant, a change in gain will not affect the SNR. This 

quality was exploited in this experiment to keep the measured signals out of saturation 

(due to excess gain) without impacting SNR measurements. 

The CCD is typically coupled to the intensifier by optical cement or grease with 

some mechanical support. Improper interface can cause further blurring of the image. 

Although the CCD also has a blur function resulting from such effects as poor charge 

transfer efficiency (CTE) in the vertical readout of the array (charge is not completely 

SNR = 

(1) 
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passed from one register to the next), no attempt was made in this experiment to 

characterize it separately (although it is likely to be negligible compared to that of the 

intensifier). The ICCD was thus only considered as a system. 
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4.0 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In order to model the performance of the intensified CCD, it is necessary to 

consider the processes involved in the detection of photons. At the most basic level, a 

photon is incident on the photocathode input plane of the intensifier, where it is 

converted into a photoelectron with some efficiency rj. Once detected, the photoelectron 

traverses a potential gap, at which point it enters the microchannel plate. Once in the 

MCP, the photoelectron is accelerated across a potential difference and impinges on 

conductive walls creating secondary electrons, which in turn are also accelerated toward 

the potential at the output. Once exiting the MCP, the electrons are accelerated across 

another potential to a phosphor, where they are converted into photons and ultimately 

sampled by the CCD pixels. Although each of these processes could be individually 

modeled and combined to produce a prediction of overall performance, the model would 

be complex, and further, each aspect of performance is not readily verified. For the 

intended purpose of developing general model of the aforementioned experiment, let us 

start with a much simpler approach. 

Consider a photon (obeying Poisson statistics) that is incident on the system. As 

mentioned above, it is converted into a photoelectron by photo-emission at the 

photocathode and accelerated into the MCP. The output will no longer be a single 

impulse, but rather a packet of photons carrying the statistics of the original photon. The 

resulting distribution of photons (the p-e pulse response) is a smooth function (assumed 

to be gaussian in shape since there are more than three processes involved in the transfer 

of the signal). If a number of photons are incident on the photocathode, each produces a 

gaussian p-e pulse response corresponding to the input position. In this manner, we may 
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consider the system linear and shift invariant. The output of the system therefore 

consists of a series of p-e pulse response functions corresponding to each incident 

photoelectron. If the events are closely spaced, these functions will overlap at the output 

of the system, thus obscuring the independent Poisson nature of the original photon 

impulses. Thus the photons collected at the CCD may be correlated, or to be more 

precise, will not be uncorrelated with respect to the input photon, an aspect that is 

intimately tied to the measurement of the statistical performance of the system. 

Let us now ascribe equations to the above qualitative description. We require an 

expression for signal to noise ratio of the system, which is defined as the ratio of the 

average signal to its' standard deviation. (In this development, we restrict ourselves to 

the shot noise limited case.) We are given a collection of incident photons that obey 

Poisson's Law. These events can be represented by a summation of m delta functions 

(see appendix A), distributed in space across the photocathode input plane: 

Since these photons are converted to photoelectrons with an efficiency, 17, the number of 

photoelectrons per unit area is found: 

m 

i o { r )  =  y  S { r - r „ ) .  (2) 

n=I 

m = Eg*ri*At,  (3) 

where 

Eg = photon irradiance, 
T/ = quantum efficiency, 
At = integration time. 
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The number of photons per unit area, m, and their distribution, r„, are independent at the 

input, and it is assumed that r„ obeys a uniform law over some region (denoted pR(r)). 

By the above discussion, we know that the output should consist of a sum of p-e pulse 

responses, corresponding to the initial impulses. This process can be described 

mathematically using convolutions. In this instance, the output image, i(r) results from 

the convolution of the input image io(r) with the system p-e pulse response, s(r): 

/(r) = s(r)®®/(r) = = ̂  
«=1 rt=I 

(® 0 denotes a two dimensional convolution operation). 

Choosing a reference point, let r = Tq. Simplifying notation, define the resultant image as 

K r o )  =  ̂  s { r o - r „ )  =  ̂  y „ .  (5) 
•' n 

n=I 

Since the location of each photon is independent, the location of each s(ro-rJ will be 

independent, and therefore so is each y„. Let us denote the average image (signal) as 

follows 

2K 

< i > =  S  = S  ( ' . >  =  S  l  l f r y . P A r ) '  
n f n n 

It: " 

S  j  j  =  ̂  { y )  =  m < y >  

(6) 
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where the average of the sum of images is the sum of the average image, since each y„ is 

independent and identically distributed by initial assumptions. Now since m is also a 

random variable (obeying Poisson's Law), the above equation holds for each m and we 

can re-vmte the expression for the average signal as 

2K 

< I >=< IM >< V >= y > = < m > ^  \ d ^ r s { r ^ - r ) p j , { r ) ,  
Jo Jo (7) 

where <ni> is the average number of photons per unit area incident on the photocathode. 

The integral in the above equation is a convolution of the input aperture function with the 

system p-e pulse response. 

In order to find the standard deviation of the signal, the second moment for the 

signal is required: 

j  / m tn 

<i' >=( 
E s y j  

\ ^ n=l y V >=i / 

X  K + E  S  y-h 
\ n=j=l j*n n=l 

(8) 

(9) 

= ^ m < y ^  >  + { m ^  -  m )  <  >  

Again, since m is a random variable, we can write this as 

< >=< m x y ^  >  +(< n i ^  >  -  <  m > )  <  y ^  > .  

For the standard deviation (<r^), we use the equation for the average signal and write 

= <  m > <  y ^  >  + ( <  >  -  <  m > )  <  y ^  >  - <  m > ^ <  y  
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Define 

( T ^  = < » i ^  > ( 1 1 )  

so that 

cr? =< m X > +(< C7^ >-<««>)< j >^. (12) 

But, by initial conditions, m is Poisson, and thus 

=<»»>, 

so 

a f = < n t > < y ^ > .  (13) 

Expanding the second term in integral form, 

" 2« (14) 
\  d ^ r [ s { r o - r ) f  p „ { r ) ,  

J  0  J o  

and thus 

~ 2;: (15) 
(7? =< fft > f f rfV[s(ro - r)]^ P j , (#•), 

J (\  J 0 

a convolution of the square of the p-e pulse response function with the input aperture 

function. (Frieden, 1991.) 
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4.1 SNR MODEL FOR THE EXPERIMENT 

In the experiment described above, collimated light incident on the input aperture 

produced a probability function that was uniformly random over some region. We 

represent this function by a circular function of the form 

r > a  

" \ a )  11 r<fl' 

(16) 

where a is an arbitrary parameter that determines the extent of the aperture (radius). 

Consider the standard deviation of the output image: 

" 2;r y \ a In (17) 
< j ? = < m > f  f  d ^ r [ s { r g - r ) Y  c i r c  — \ = < m >  t  f rf^i'[s(ro-r)]^. 

Jo Jo Jq Jo 

We know that s(r) is a gaussian distribution (p-e pulse response). 

s { r o - r )  =  C e  2b^ (18) 

where C is a constant incorporating gain and other efficiencies of the system, and b is the 

gaussian blur diameter of the system, so 

~ 2n a lit ->t(ro-r)' (19) 
c r ? = < » i > f  ^  d ^ r [ s { r ^ - r ) f  = < m >  [  f  d ^ r [ C e  f .  

J o  J o  J o  J o  

For simplicity, we let rp = 0, then 
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a I n  
a f  = <  m  >  C  

u, 

-itr 
,2 d ^ r e  = l n < m > C ^ \  r d r e  *  (20) 

0 Jo 

= <  m  >  b  C  2/^2 1 - e  

The mean can be found in a similar manner. From equation 7 

2 n  
< I > = <  m >  

~ -r[(ro-r)^ 
f r  d  r s ( r g - r ) = < m >  I  f d  r C e  P s i f )  
J  0  J  0  J  0  J  0  
« -7r(ro-rr -;r(ro-r)^ 

~ < m >  2 n (  r d r C e  p j ^ { r ) = < m > 2 7 r [  r d r C e  
J o  J o  

Again, letting V q  = 0, we can evaluate the integral: 

(21) 

a f  = 2 n : < m > C f  
Jo 

r d r e ^ ^  = < m > 2 b  C  
-na (22) 

We are finally in a position to find the SNR: 

< m >  2 b ^ C  
-na 

1 - e  2 * '  

sm(0) = 
< t >  

<7' 
< m > b  C  1/^1 

-na 
1  

l - e  *  

V< m > 2 b  
-na^ 

J 
-na^ 

l - e  

(23) 
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Now recall that m is the number of photons per unit area incident on the ICCD as defined 

in equation 3, and <m> is the average number of photons per unit area. Therefore, we 

can re-write the above equation: 

recalling that 

b == radius of the ICCD Gaussian p-e pulse response function 
Eq = photon irradiance at the input to the ICCD 
rj = quantum efficiency of the photocathode 
At = integration time for the ICCD 
a = radius of aperture mask. 

Evaluation of this expression at its limits provides some insight. 

If a « b, that is if the input aperture radius is much less than the intensifier blur 

radius, then the exponents in equation 24 can be expanded in a power series to yield 

^E^r\htlb l-e 
(24) 

SNR{0) = 

l - e  

SNR(O) 
(25) 

SNR(O) = a^E,77At;r a « b. (26) 
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Recalling that a is the input aperture radius, the SNR(0) will increase linearly with a. On 

the other hand, if a » b (the input aperture is much greater than the blur), the exponents 

will go to zero, and 

SNR(O) = 2b ̂ Eq77 A/ a » b. (27) 

In this limit, the SNR(O) is a function of the diameter of the blur. 

This result is most remarkable and worth summarizing. It states that the SNR of 

the image as detected by an illuminated ICCD pixel will increase linearly with the 

aperture size (a), and will ultimately be limited by the diameter of the p-e pulse response 

introduced by the system. 

Fortunately, archived test data will allow some form of verification of this 

interesting result. Using a quantum efficiency of '3% (Cromwell et al., 1985), a 16.6 

msec integration time, and a derived (section 5.6.1) value for the blur of b = 68.7 fim, the 

noise equivalent irradiance (SNR(O) = 1), Eq (in W/m^) can be derived: 

^0 = o . ..2 - . - (a»b) 
h e  

Af 

(28) 

h e  

A?i{6Z.lnmy (0.03)(16.6wtsec) 

= 4*10-8 w/m^ (A = 543nm). 

where hc/X converts photons to watts, and 

h = Planck's constant = 6.626 x 10-34 Joule-sec, 
c = speed of light = 3x10® m/sec. 
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The irradiance of 4 x lO'® W/m^ at 543 nm is precisely the noise equivalent irradiance 

measurement made with this camera during WCE acceptance testing. (Kaman Technical 

Memorandum, 1990.) 

Now, recalling that b represents the gaussian diameter of the blur in the ICCD, 

and a the radius of the input aperture, SNR(O) can be plotted against either of these 

parameters. Since the blur is a fixed number, a plot of the output SNR(O) against input 

aperture size is of interest. Figure 3 is a normalized plot of equation 24. As predicted 

above, the SNR increases linearly with a until the input diameter approaches the blur 

size, and then rolls off sharply to a value limited by the blur function (normalized in this 

case). Thus given a known input aperture diameter, SNR at a given irradiance, quantum 

efficiency and integration time, a fit of the experimental data using this function v^dll 

provide a measure of the blur diameter for the system. Conversely, a measure of the 

blur, along with values for integration time and quantum efficiency allows prediction of 

the noise equivalent irradiance level. 

It should be noted that while it is true that the variance will decrease as more blur 

is introduced, at some point other noises will begin to dominate the noise term in the 

SNR equation, and any further increase in blur diameter will have no effect. 
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Figtire 3: Normalized Theoretical Curve for SNR versus Aperture Size 

4.2 QUALITATIVE DISCUSSION: EFFECTS OF A FINITE APERTURE 

Let us digress for the moment in an attempt to qualitatively describe what is 

occurring in this experiment and hopefully gain an intuitive feel for the physics of the 

process. Collimated light is incident on the aperture of the ICCD system. A changeable 

circular mask is placed on the input plane. The system then responds to the light in 

accordance with its' p-e pulse response function or blur. Figure 8 is a diagram of four 

different apertures being placed on the ICCD; these are labeled "a" through "d" and 

increase in size respectively. The Gaussian shaped curves under each mask represent the 

signal produced by the system for two different blur sizes (blur 1 < blur 2). In each case, 

the signal increases vdth aperture size ultimately approaching an asymptote when the 

aperture is much larger than the blur diameter. This graphically demonstrates the result 

of equation 26, which is at least somewhat intuitive ~ in frames a through c, the aperture 

is under sampled by the system resolution element. Note that the signal for either blur 
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case will ultimately approach the same level as long as the aperture is large enough. Yet 

the theory developed above predicts a larger peak SNR for blur 2 in frame d than that 

obtained for blur 1. This happens because an increase in the blur in the system reduces 

the variance on the signal in the output and produces an artificial increase in the SNR 

measured. This effect would not be noticed if the detecting element was much larger 

than the size of the blur because the blur size would fall out of the integral equations and 

the SNR would only be related to the input image diameter. However, the typical ICCD 

over samples the intensifier blur vvath 5-7 elements, and it is the signal in each element 

that is readily measured (whereas collection of the signal over the entire blur region 

would require processing). 

Incident light 

Aperture 

MCP 

Blur 1 

Blur 2 

Figure 4: ICCD responding to four different apertures (increasing in size from a to d) for two different 
blur function diameters. Blur diameter 1 < blur diameter 2. 
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5.0 THE EXPERIMENT 

5.1 DESCRIPTION 

The purpose of this test was to empirically establish the relationship between 

single pixel SNR and incident spot size given the same irradiance levels (in photons per 

unit area), and to characterize the p-e pulse response (blur) of the ICCD. Figure 5 shows 

the setup used for this experiment in which a collimated source (laser or arc lamp) was 

incident on the camera focal plane. Calibrated pinholes ranging in size from 25 /nm to 1 

mm in diameter were used as input apertures. Apertures were placed directly on the 

focal plane to reduce spreading due to diffraction. Once set up, the only parameter that 

was changed was the size of the aperture, and the intensifier gain (which was reduced if 

the linear dynamic range of the camera was exceeded). Both a GreNe laser and a 

mercury arc lamp were collimated and served as sources for the measurements. Two 

different manufacturers' cameras were tested. 

x-y-z 

stage 

n 
CAMERA 

GreNe 

Laser 

Pinhole 

Collimator Iris 
Aperti 

Holdei Lab Jack 

Pinhole 

Assembly 

Figure 5: Experimental setup. 
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The SNR for each measurement was determined by obtaining data temporally 

sampled over 100 frames (on the peak pixel), and dividing the average signal by its 

standard deviation. Although absolute radiometry was not required for this experiment, 

irradiance in the colMmatsd beam was measured initially and spot checked throughout the 

test to monitor cha;iges in input signal. Effort was made to reduce both spatial and 

temporal variations of the incident light. 

The transfer curve between spot size and SNR (for the same irradiance) is found 

by plotting the average SNR values against corresponding aperture size. Both white light 

and laser light were used to establish uniformity of the effect between source types. 

5.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

This experiment was divided into three phases: 

1) SNR versus image size measurement of the Xybion ISG-250 ICCD under 

illumination by a 543 nm collimated laser. 

Parameters: 

Wavelength: 543 nm laser 
Nominal Input irradiance; 30 nW over 0.201" aperture (X = 543 nm) 
Gate settings; 0.05 ms, 0.1 ms 
Apertures; 25, 35, 50, 100, 200, 400 ,600,1000 fim 
Gain level readout: 4.2-4.4 V (note maximum gain = 5, minimum = 

4.1 V). 

2) SNR versus image size measurement of the Xybion ISG-250 ICCD under 

illumination by a collimated mercury arc lamp. 

Parameters: 

Wavelength; mercury arc lamp 
Input irradiance; 3.2 ^W/cm^ (relative) 
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Gate settings: 0.05 ms 
Apertures: 25, 35, 50,100, 200, 400 ,600 nm 
Gain level readout: 4.2-4.4 V. 

3) SNR versus image size measurement of the Dage GENII-SYS ICCD under 

illumination by a collimated mercury arc lamp. 

Parameters: 

Wavelength: mercury arc lamp 
Input irradiance: 3.0 /xW/cm^(relative) 
Gate settings: 0.2 ms 
Apertures: 25, 35, 50, 100, 200, 400 ,600 nm 
Gain level readout: 25-200 
(Note: gain levels digitized to 8 bits) 

Before each measurement, gate and gain settings in the cameras were used to 

reduce the amount of incident energy to a level where gain could be set at approximately 

3/4 of maximum, which was considered a normal operating level. 

5.3 INTENSIFIED CAMERAS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

5.3.1 Xybion ISG-250 

The Xybion ISG-250 camera consists of an 18 mm Varo GEN-II intensifier 

coupled to a SONY XE-77 CCD chip. The Varo intensifier is diagrammed in figure 2. 

The input to the intensifier consists of a fiber optical face plate that is coated on the rear 

surface with a photocathode material, and is proximity focussed onto the microchannel 

plate. Photoelectrons multiplied by the MCP are accelerated across a potential difference 

to the phosphor where photons are emitted for detection by the CCD. The intensifier is 

coupled to the CCD via a fiber optical minifier, reducing the input size by ~31%. This 

minifier is then mechanically coupled to the CCD surface. 
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The linearity of response of the camera was factory set to match linearity 

characteristics of a prototype version of the camera previously tested under WCE. Thus 

the camera is linear up to ~160 gray scale units, and then piecewise linear (see section 

5.5.3). Modification of the linearity was accomplished at the factory by adjustment of 

the CCD gain and the gamma function (video gain linearity). This contributes to the 

measured 13 mV black level and the 35 mV peak-to-peak noise level. 

Camera interface was achieved through a breakout box connected to the 25 pin 

connector output of the camera head. A short (<4 ft.) shielded cable was used to reduce 

noise. The breakout box was used for power, gate and gain control and readout, and 

vertical drive and pixel clock output for trigger and frame grabber synchronization. 

Video output was obtained from the BNC output on the camera head, which was 

impedance matched to the measurement devices. 

Camera gate input was provided by a pulse generator while the gain was 

controlled by a variable 6 V power supply. Minimum gain corresponded to a gain 

readout of 4.1 V, while maximum gain corresponded to gain readout of 5.0 V. 

Calibration of gain and gate was done as part of the preparation for testing. Included in 

the Xybion internal electronics is a damage protection circuit that measures the overall 

array current output and invokes a gain control override if the current reaches a 

predetermined level. Early experimentation determined that this feature only affects the 

data when a significant portion of the focal plane is illuminated or driven well into 

saturation for small images. It was virtually dormant for the size of apertures and levels 

under test in this study. The CCD in the Xybion ISG-250 is a SONY XE-77 interlaced 

unit that has pixel dimensions of 11x13 ixm (or ~16xl9 fim. projected to the intensifier 

input plane). 
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5.3.2 Dage-MTI GEN-n-SYS 

The Dage ICCD unit consists of two separate components that are optically 

coupled. The intensifier is an 18 mm GEN II MCP device manufactured by DEP (Delft 

Electronische Producten)-- functionally the same type device as the Varo on the Xybion 

(except for a glass input window instead of fiber optics). In the case of the ^^age system^ 

the intensified image is optically transferred and de-magnified to the CCD focal plane by 

a set of relay lenses. Unlike the Xybion camera, the Dage intensifier was separate and 

removable fi-om the base CCD camera. Focus of the phosphor image onto the CCD was 

accomplished by means of a set screw locked flange (housing the lens assembly) which 

was threaded into the intensifier head. A "C" mount connector allowed mechanical 

attachment of the intensifier head to the CCD camera head. The CCD used in the Dage-

MTI device is the same as the one found in the Xybion camera, SONY XE-77. 

Electrical interface for the Dage system was provided through factory-provided 

boxes that housed adjuster knobs for almost any aspect of the intensified camera (gain, 

gate, gamma, black level, electrical gain, polarity, and enhancement). Although effort 

was made to match the black level of the Xybion camera, most other settings were left 

either on automatic or at factory-recommended settings. Electronic gain was set to 

linear. Intensifier gain was controlled by using the toggle switches that were calibrated 

to 8 bits. The intensifier gate was controlled by the same signal generator used by the 

Xybion camera. Synchronization of the signal generator to the Dage camera was 

accomplished by using the internal trigger in the signal generator to provide a 

GENLOCK pulse for the Dage camera. The pixel clock output was used to synchronize 

the firame-grabber capture with the pixel clock to reduce noise. 
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5.4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

5.4.1 Optical 

The experimental setup for phase 1 is shown in figure 5. The source (a 543 nm 

GreNe™ laser or mercury arc lamp) was input into a pinhole beam expander/collimator. 

This expanded beam was directed through an iris and was then incident on the apertures 

and the camera. The aperture tubes were held by a three-point, quasi-kinematic spring-

loaded mount, that was mounted on a micrometer stage. This allowed accurate and easy 

movement or change out of the aperture assembly. The camera was also mounted on a 

three axis mount to facilitate initial positioning and coarse movement when required. 

A United Detector Technologies (UDT) photometer (calibrated at 540 nm) was 

inserted in between the iris and the aperture to spot check irradiance between tests (see 

section 5.4.5). During testing, the photometer was used to monitor relative intensity 

variation using a portion of the overfill beam. Beam uniformity was monitored by using 

the oscilloscope to scan across the region of interest on the CCD output. Since the 

apertures had to come in contact wath the focal plane, care was taken not the exert any 

force. The aperture assemblies were held by the spring mount with some play in the z 

(camera axis) direction. When adjusted to contact the focal plane, only frictional force 

held them in place. Contact was established when the tube began to move. In order to 

protect the focal plane, the aperture was pulled away from contact when adjustment was 

required. 

An iris was used to prevent light from reaching the focal plane in the regions 

outside the aperture. In later sets, the iris was adjusted to fiirther reduce the possibility of 
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straylight in the aperture tubes. Peak intensity was also monitored using the video level 

on the oscilloscope. All measurements were conducted with room lights off. 

5.4.2 Pinholes 

Precision pinholes were used as apertures for the testing of the cameras. Each 

aperture size was measured under a microscope with a reticule, and all apertures were 

found to be within 10% of the expected diameter. Aluminum tubes were manufactured 

to hold the apertures and allow easy placement onto the focal plane. Figure 6 is a 

diagram of the aperture assemblies, including both the aperture and the tube. 

Pinhole 

Aluminum Tube ||" 

Figure 6: Pinhole aperture assembly. 

5.4.3 Computer 

XICAS™ is a PC-based video frame grabber (made by Xybion Electronic 

Systems) which can digitally capture a video frame and perform various analyses. 

XICAS was used primarily to capture frames of data and determine gray scale level on a 

pixel basis, and to perform statistics on captured areas to determine mean and standard 

deviation of a spatial sample of pixel intensities. XICAS was connected to the camera 
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pixel clock output to synchronously capture the video signal for digitization and 

elimination of pixel clock feed-through noise. 

A limitation was discovered in the linearity test where XICAS actually reached 

saturation (255 gray scale levels) before the camera. Consequently, the upper end of the 

linearity of the camera response linearity had to be characterized using the oscilloscope 

data. Problems were avoided in the SNR versus spot size tests by avoiding signals in the 

non-linear upper end of the response region. 

XICAS can be programmed for automated operation using a DOS-based 

command file. Command files were created that sequentially captured 100 frames of 

data and stored each frame in a file whose label is incremented from 1 to 100. A 

FORTRAN program was then used to read the files and obtain a mean, standard 

deviation and SNR for the peak pixel sampled. Output from this program provided the 

temporal SNR data. 

5.4.4 Electrical 

A block diagram of the electrical setup for the Xybion camera is shown in figure 

7. The breakout box was connected to the main power and gain control power supplies 

via BNC cables. The gate pulse was supplied by the signal generator that was 

synchronized to the start of frame signal. 
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Figxire 7: Xybion Electrical Setup 

Effort was made to reduce noise introduced by ground loops and open 

connectors. With no external connections beside input power, the peak-to-peak (p-p) 

noise was on the order of 31 mV (using 20 MHz band limit). With all connections the p-

p noise was 35 mV. Pixel clock noise was by far the most prevalent, but its effect was 

minimized by synchronized capture using the pixel clock. 

An oscilloscope was used to monitor the video signal input to the frame grabber. 

It served as a very good check for variations in the experimental parameters (laser 

uniformity, etc.). The oscilloscope was set for video frame measurement and was of 

great utility for small aperture centering (on video lines). The frame grabber was used 

for horizontal centering. 

The Dage setup was similar in most respects to the Xybion, except for the use of 

the manufacturers' interface boxes. 
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5.4.5 Radiometry 

A United Detector Technology Photometer was used for this purpose of 

determining the laser irradiance on the focal plane. The photometer consisted of an 

integrating sphere and Silicon sensor head. The unit was factory calibrated to measure 

watts at 540 nm. Output power was converted to irradiance (since the aperture was 

overfilled) by dividing by the area of the 0.20" diameter (+/-0.02") collection aperture 

(Area = 2 x 10"^ m^). Photometer measurement accuracy was approximately 0.5 nW 

(over the aperture). 

During the aperture size testing, the photometer was used to monitor relative 

illumination levels to spot any drift in the alignment or source output. Any change of 

more than 10% of the measured power prompted termination of the test and discarding of 

the data. White light measurements were only relative, and used only to indicate trends. 

Irradiance uniformity was measured from the oscilloscope display when viewing 

the video output from a focal plane flooded by the light source. A variation across the 1 

cm focal plane of ± 20% (60% uniformity) was measured for the GreNe laser, and a 

variation of ± 10% (80% uniformity) was measured for the arc lamp source. The error 

analysis used the former. 

5.4.6 Collimator 

A pir.hole collimator was used to provide the camera and aperture setup with a 

collimated beam of light. Light was focussed onto the aperture using a microscope 

objective and then was expanded to 75 mm. The f-number (f„) of the input objective and 

laser was ~8, and the f„ of the expander was ~10. White light was input into the system 
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via a fiber bundle, that illuminated a glass target aperture which, in turn, was imaged by 

the system. Uniformity was monitored by using the oscilloscope to view the flooded 

camera focal plane. 

A number of mechanisms within this experiment caused errors in the data 

collection. During the course of testing, any minor anomalies were noted in a running 

log, and any large errors (>15% change in signal) caused the test to be stopped so that the 

problem could be remedied (e.g., alignment drifts). 

Since most error estimates for this experiment were in terms of the signal (e.g., 

percentage change in signal = P), a conversion to error in percentage change of SNR can 

be found by differentiating the average SNU equation for a shot noise limited signal, and 

dividing by the average SNR. If we define the Poisson signal as S (= Gain * integration 

time * irradiance * area of the pinhole), then 

5.5 ERROR ANALYSIS 

SNR = VS 

AS 

(28) 

ASNR = 
2>/s' 

(29) 

thus 

% Change = 
ASNR_ A S  _ A S  
SNR ~2VsVsdS~2S- (29) 

Since AS is a fraction (P) times the input signal, AS=P*S, 

P 
% Change = j• (30) 
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Thus errors given in terms of percentage of signal must be divided by 2 before being 

applied to the SNR values. 

5.5.1 Temporal 

During initial laser power measurements, temporal variations were discovered 

that were on the order of ± 5% of the power output that cycled over the period of ~1 

minute. Since typical measurements were taken randomly over a period on 15 minutes, 

this effect is buried in the data, and thus produces a ± 2.5% error in SNR measurement 

(by the above convention). Monitoring of the overfill beam using the photometer served 

as a diagnostical tool for proper operation during data collection. 

5.5.2 Spatial 

Spatial variations in intensity were due in part to a moderately acceptable 

mismatch between the collimator and the input objective and pinhole. This mismatch 

produced a 30% variation across the focal plane as measured by viewing the flooded 

focal plane on the oscilloscope. Although the effect of this variation on the data 

manifested itself in a variation in signal between arbitrarily chosen pixels, effort was 

made to stay near the center of the focal plane (where uniformity was better). It is 

estimated that the uniformity variations were limited to ±20% in the region of interest. 

Spatial variations in illumination will consequently add ±10% error to measurement of 

SNR. 

5.5.3 Camera Non-linearity 

One of the most difficult errors to quantify within this experiment was the effect 

that camera non-linearity had on the SNR data. Ideally, this experiment would have been 
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conducted with all parameters fixed except the aperture size. However, during the course 

of testing it quickly became apparent that the range of signals from the apertures under 

test would exceed the 8 bit dynamic range of a linear camera. Response linearity data 

were taken for both cameras using the intensifier gate control to change input light levels. 

Review of these data in figures 8 and 9 reveals that both cameras are piece-wdse 

nonlinear, Math a knee in the range of 160-180 gray scale levels. 
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Figure 8: Xybion Camera Linearity Data 
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Figure 9: Dage Camera Linearity Data 
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While it is fairly straightforward to discern the linear region for signal output, it is more 

difficult to determine the corresponding region for SMR measurements since the variance 

around the average signal is the determining factor. Measurement of SNR wath an 

average signal level near the nonlinear region will produce an artificially high value 

because the variance on the signal above the average value will be compressed compared 

to the variance below. For a typical SNR measurement of 10 in the linear region of a 

camera, the uncertainty (Iff) in the signal is 1/SNR or 10%. Consequently, in order to be 

sure that operation is beyond the region where artificial compression of the variance 

occurs, the maximum signal level accepted for data collection was determined by 

requiring that the non-linear region remain beyond 3(7 (3 standard deviations) of the 

signal variation, which corresponded to a gray scale level of approximately 130. In an 

effort to obtain as many aperture measurements as possible before reaching the non

linear region, gain and gate were initially adjusted to obtain average signal levels near 

that of the noise for the smallest aperture used in a test series. As discussed in section 

3.2, gain was used to keep the average video signal below 130 gray scale levels. 

5.5.4 Spatial Pattern Errors 

Pixel to pixel uniformity variations, or spatial pattern noise is the spatially fixed 

variation in pixel response. Since pixels were chosen at random for testing of the small 

apertures, this noise must be considered. Spatial pattem noise can be either electronically 

induced or can result from a physical characteristic in the system. Contributors to this 

effect include electronically induced noise, defects in the fiber optical coupling of the 

intensifier to the CCD, the hexagonal pattern caused by the fiber optical bundles, dirt on 

the focal plane, or any area of non-uniform response within the system. Electronically 

induced spatial pattem noise arises fi-om effects such as pixel clock noise, which 
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produces a periodic pattern in the video output. In the Xybion camera, pixel clock noise 

produced the majority of the 35 mV peak-to-peak noise measured on the oscilloscope. 

Sampling by the frame grabber was synchronized to the pixel clock to virtually eliminate 

this type of noise from the measured data. Noise on the Dage camera was very small (on 

the order of 10-15 mV peak to peak). As in the Xybion unit, the majority of the noise 

was due to the pixel clock, which was eliminated by using the pixel clock to synchronize 

sampling. Part of the difference in noise between the Dage and the Xybion cameras was 

attributed to the prescribed electronic gain curve required for the Xybion camera by 

WCE specifications. Once synchronized, measurement of camera noise in the absence of 

signal using XICAS frame grabber yielded nothing, which indicated that the black level 

of XICAS was set above the black level of the cameras. However, from previous testing 

within WCE, this level was knovm to be only a few gray scale levels. This problem with 

XICAS was circumvented by operating the cameras at levels significantly above the 

black level so that the data would be transparent to this apparent roll off at low levels. 

Attempts to use the Dage camera with the GreNe laser source produced 

interference fringe patterns across the focal plane image. This was attributed to the plate 

glass input to the photocathode (as opposed to the fiber optical input of the Xybion 

camera). Consequently, data for the Dage camera was only taken with white input light. 

Non-electronically induced effects can be eliminated in frame-captured data by 

providing an offset for each pixel level, however, this was not done for this experiment. 

Pixel-to-pixel variations of <10% are typical, although defect areas can be higher. Since 

the defect of a particular pixel was not knowTi or measured, it is estimated that the 

uncertainty in average level is +/-10%. 
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5.5.5 Internal Aperture Reflections 

The aperture tubes used to hold the pinholes were constructed out of aluminum, 

with an unpainted, counter-bored hole in the center. Without a dark center hole surface, 

grazing incidence reflections could contribute to the signal produced at the focal plane. 

Tests conducted with the 100 (im aperture indicated that the internal reflection of the 

aperture assembly produced a 17% variation in the measured SNR. This error was 

measured by placing black material over the internal diameter of the tube, making an 

SNR measurement, and then removing the material and repeating the measurement. Post 

experimental analysis of the data determined that this effect accounted for a large portion 

of the errors introduced by the setup. However the measurement of the effect itself 

(using material in the tube) could also have contributed to the large error. Manufacturing 

differences in the apertures could also account for secondary errors to the data. Ideally 

anodized aperture holders would have reduced the effect imparted by internal reflections. 

In the last measured data set (A), the iris was reduced in an attempt to mitigate this 

problem. 

5.5.6 Image Centering 

Centering of the small aperture images over a pixel was accomplished using 

comparison of the blur levels on adjacent video lines and pixels. The oscilloscope 

allowed viewing of adjacent video lines and the frame grabber allowed a check of 

horizontal centering using a grabbed frame. Errors introduced by this inconsistency were 

only applicable only at the smallest apertures where a peak to the pattern was present. 

The maximum error allowable by the setup conditions was ~0.5 pixels. Using the 

derived gaussian fit to the blur data (exp(-7rrV2b2) where b~4 pixels), it can be found that 
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0.5 pixels (r = 0.5) corresponds to a drop in the peak of 5%, contributing only 1.25% to 

the SNR uncertainty. 

5.5.7 Sampling Errors 

Sampling errors are introduced when averaging occurs over a finite set of data. 

Equation 30 can be used to determine this error, 

SNR. 

where 
cr2= variance on the data 
N = number of samples = 100. 

For this value of N, the error factor (1.004 and 0.996) introduced does not significantly 

contribute to the error bars. 

5.5.8 Overall Errors 

The percentage error in SNR that must be applied to each measurement can be 

determined by the root sum square of the error values as tabulated in table 1. 
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Error Source % signal 
Uncertainty 

%SNR 
uncertainty 

Source Spatial Variations 20 10.0 

Laser Temporal Variations 5 2.5 

Internal Aperture Reflections 17 8.5 

Centering (<100 /xm) 2.5 1.25 

Fixed Pattem Noise 10 5.0 

SNR measurement uncertainty (RSS) 14.3% 

Table 1: Error Summary 

5.5.9 Diffraction Effects 

In order to eliminate far-field diffraction effects, precision pinholes were used as 

apertures and placed directly on the focal plane. Aperture parameters are listed below in 

table 2. Although this configuration eliminated far field patterns, near field Fresnel 

diffraction patterns had to be considered before valid results could be claimed. 

Even though apertures were in contact with the focal plane, it is assumed that 

some distance remained between the aperture and the focal plane due to the lack of a 

perfectly flat aperture surface. Direct measurement of the exact distance the aperture was 

away from the detector input was not possible, however it is estimated that this proximity 

was within the material thickness, or 40 jum. Since this is much larger than the 

wavelength of the incident light (X=543 nm), we can use the Rayleigh Range Zjj^to verify 

that we are in the near-field diffraction region. (The Rayleigh Range is considered 

roughly the dividing line between near and far-field diffraction.) (Siegman, 1986) Let 
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A2 

where A = aperture area. Given a 25 aperture and X = 0.543 fim, Zr~ 900 /tm, 

indicating that we are in the Fresnel region. 

Application of the Fresnel approximations to the Huygens integral will produce 

curves representing near-field intensity oscillations caused by diffraction at given 

distances from the aperture, which in turn can be analyzed in terms of their effect on the 

measured CCD intensity. However, concern can be alleviated in a much simpler manner. 

The number of near field ripples caused by diffraction at a circular aperture can be 

described by a quantity called the Fresnel number, N: 

N = (33) 

where a is the aperture radius, and L is the observation plane distance from the aperture. 

The structure of these ripples (as described by the Huygens integral) would be 

important if the their frequency was on the order of the spatial frequency of the ICCD 

resolution element (blur). However, calculations of the Fresnel number as listed in table 

3 indicate that the spatial frequency of even the CCD is far below that of the near field 

diffraction at the smallest aperture (Fresnel number). As the aperture increases, N 

becomes very large, and the problem is further diminished as the oscillations are greater 

in frequency but much smaller in amplitude. It can thus be concluded that near-field 

diffraction will not have any significant effect on the data collected using these apertures. 
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Table 2; Aperture Parameters 
Diameter accuracy: +/-25% (of diameter). 

Thickness: 40 /im. 
Material: Nickel 

Aperture 
(microns) 

Fresnel # Projected Pixels 
Covered by 

Aperture 
12.5 7 0.8 
25 29 1.6 
50 115 3.1 
100 460 6.3 
200 1842 12.5 
400 7366 25.0 
600 16575 37.5 

1000 46041 62.5 
Table 3: Fresnel number versus aperture size compared to number of projected CCD 

pixels across region. 

5.5.10 Data Sampling and Reduction 

Data for the temporal SNR curves were sampled by a user programmed 

automation routine (XICAS DOS file format) which repetitively grabbed firames of data 

in a 16x16 pixel array. Each file was vmtten to disk under an incremental file suffix (100 

files). Data collection took approximately 15 minutes per set. 

Data were reduced using a FORTRAN program that read each of the files in a 

particular data set (100 files), located the peak pixel and determined the average, 

standard deviation and SNR on that pixel over the temporal sampling of 100 firames. 

Hard copy output for these data consisted of an array showing the peak pixel that was 

sampled for all 100 files along with the average, standard deviation and SNR so that the 

calculations could be spot checked manually. 
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5.5.11 Pinhole Calibration 

Pinholes used for this experiment were purchased from Newport Corporation. 

Each pinhole was measured and photographed using a calibrated microscope with a 

reticule, having a measurement accuracy of approximately 2.5 (im (one half of the 

smallest division). 

All apertures were found to be accurate within 2.5 nm of the nominal specified 

diameter except the 400 jum aperture, whose diameter measured 425 +/- 2.5 /xm. 

5.5.12 One Millimeter Aperture 

The largest of the aperture assemblies used was 1 mm in diameter. Since the 

precision pinhole set stopped at 600 /xm, the 1 mm machined hole in the tube was used as 

the mask. This aperture was consequently much thicker than the others and had potential 

for reflections off the edge if not aligned perpendicular to the incident light. Data were 

not always taken at the 1 mm size, especially if a well-established trend was established 

vidth the three preceding apertures. When data were taken at 1 mm, results were not 

always consistent, and tended to be larger than the previous three apertures. 

5.6 DATA 

5.6.1 SNR Curve Fit to Data Points 

In section 4 it was concluded that a fit of equation (24) to the data points would 

provide a measure of the blur (b) of the ICCD. A non-linear least squares fit routine was 

developed to determine the value of (b) (b was the free parameter) that produced the 

closest fit through the measured data points. Since equation (24) requires a value for the 
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ICCD quantum efficiency (a quantity not measured in this experiment), an estimate of 

3% will be assumed (Cromwell et al). All other values were measured in the laser based 

measurements. In the arc lamp measurements, only relative measurements were made 

using the photometer, and therefore the data can only be used to identify the trend using a 

different source. 

Define SN; as the SNR data from the i"' measurement vwth d; as the 

corresponding aperture diameter. SNR(b,dj) is given from equation (24) and is a 

function of the gaussian blur parameter b, and the i"* aperture diameter dj. The equation 

required to find the best fit is then 

Fit(b) = ^ {SN. + SNR{b,d.))'. 

I 

The value of b found by minimization of equation (34) represents an estimate of the blur 

for the system. The accuracy of this measure of the blur is determined by the accuracy of 

the measured parameters. 

5.6.2 Summary 

Table 3 is a listing of the data from this experiment. In the heading for each 

column is listed the camera, source type, gate setting, and nominal power measured by 

the UDT photometer for each measurement set. 
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Table 4: Measured SNR versus aperture size data. 
Data Set A B C D E 
Camera Xybion Xybion Xybion Xybion Dage 

Source Type GreNe laser GreNe laser GreNe laser Hg arc lamp Hg arc lamp 
Gate setting 0.05 ms 0.05 ms 0.1 ms 0.05 ms 0.2 ms 
UDT Power 

nW 
30 30 29 638 

(relative) 
589 

(relative) 
Aperture Size 

(im 
SNR (gain) SNR (gain) SNR (gain) SNR (gain) SNR (gain) 

25 1.4 (4.3) 2.1 (4.2) 3.3 (4.3) 2.4 (4.3) 1.5 (200) 
35 2.1 (4.3) 3.87 (4.2) 5.9 (4.3) 4.2 (4.3) 2.8 (200) 
50 4.5 (4.3) 6.3 (4.2) 8.5 (4.3) 7.1 (4.3) 6.7* (125) 

100 7.7 (4.3) 9.7 (4.3) 12.3* (4.4) 10.6 (4.3) 10.1* (25) 
200 10.7* (4.36) 12.6* (4.35) 16.5* (4.4) 16.3* (4.36) 13.6* (25) 
425 10.6* (4.36) 10* (4.35) 14.5* (4.4) 19.8* (4.36) 15.9* (25) 
600 10.6* (4.36) 12.6* (4.35) no data 16.3* (4.36) 14.4* (25) 

1000 12.4* (4.36) no data no data [321- no data 
+ SNR data in non-linear region causing compression of variance, 
* Indicates a gain change. Xybion readout is in volts (higher V indicates lower gain); 
Dage readout is in bits. 

The power for the mercury sources is only taken as a reference and is not meant 

to be an absolute measurement. An asterisk at the end of the SNR value indicates those 

measurements in which the gain was changed to keep signals in the linear region of the 

camera. From the above analysis, the error that must be applied to these results is ± 

14.3%. 

Figure 10 shows a plot of data set A; Xybion aperture versus SNR for the GreNe 

laser, starting gain ~ 4.3 V. The curve fit to the data exhibits a linear increase from zero 

to ~150 fim where the curve rolls off sharply to an asymptote. For this measurement, a 

spatial sample of >1000 pixels (average and standard deviation calculated from a sample 

of >1000 pixels) yielded a value of 10.3 (right in line wath the data), while the temporal 

test on the single pixel yielded 12.6. The least squares fit to this data yielded a value for 

the blur of b = 67.7 nm. 
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Figiu-e 10: Data Set A, Xybion Aperture Vs SNR, GreNe Laser (b = 67.7 fim) 
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Figure 11: Data Set B, Xybion Apertuie Vs SNR, GreNe Laser (b = 71.8 urn) 
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Figure 12: Data Set C, Xybion Aperture Vs SNR, GreNe Laser (b = 67.8 /iin) 
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Figure 13: Data Set D, Xybion Aperture Vs SNR, White Source 
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Figure 14: Data Set E, Dage Aperture Vs SNR, White Source 

Figure 12 is a plot of the second set of data at the same irradiance (data set B). The fit of 

the SNR equation to data set B produced b = 71.8 ixvn. Figure 12 shows the data in set C 

for the Xybion camera again, this time with a gate of 0.1 ms. A fit to data in set C 

produced a blur of b = 67.8. Data set D (shown in figure 13) was taken by replacing the 

GreNe laser with a mercury arc lamp. Since the irradiance was only relatively measured, 

an accurate value for b cannot be derived by a fit to the data. However, it is clear that the 

curve has the same general shape as that taken with the laser. While jumps in the data of 

sets B-D at 200 and 400 ixm are within the error bars of the experiment, it is felt that this 

variation is a result of the particular setup for that test since a log of the oscilloscope 

voltage levels across the aperture does not support an increase in signal corresponding to 

the jump in SNR (i.e., spatial illumination variations aren't responsible for this effect). 
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Normalized data from the Dage camera (set E) are shovm in figure 14. Although 

this is a different manufacturer's camera and intensifier, the same characteristic shape is 

apparent. 

Table 5 lists the result of the curve fit to each data set, along with the amplitude factor 

required for normalization. The curves in figures 10-14 show the SNR curve best fit 

using the value for b generated by equation (34), and overlaid onto the corresponding 

data points for each set of measurements. 

Data Set Xybion 
GreNe 

A 

Xybion 
GreNe 

B 

Xybion 
GreNe 

C 

Xybion 
White 

D 

Dage 
White 

E 
b 

(blur) 
67.7 ^m 71.8 67.8 N/A N/A 

Table 5: S] model curve fit to measured SNR data. 

5.6.3 Comparison of Results 

5.6.3 Blur 

Although a number of SNR measurements were made at apertures well below the 

resolution limit of the ICCD, accurate calculation of the blur diameter was not possible 

from these data due to the typically low SNR at these aperture sizes. Consequently the 

blur or p-e pulse response was measured at high SNR values using a diffraction limited 

spot focussed onto the projected center of a pixel. For this test a diffraction limited 75 

mm, F/1 (f-number = 1) lens was used to focus collimated laser light onto the focal 

plane. From these parameters, the diameter of the Airy pattern to the first minimum was 

d = 2b = 2.44 X f-number = 1.32 /xm, (35) 
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a value well below even the pixel size of the CCD focal plane. Light level was varied 

using the intensifier gate control, and gain was used to adjust the signal to maintain ~150 

gray scale levels for each measurement. Three different measurements were made at 

SNR values of 15, 25 and 45. Blur diameter was determined by performing a gaussian 

least squares fit to the horizontal and vertical pixel data and averaging measurements to 

arrive at an approximate symmetric value for the blur diameter. Calculation of the blur 

diameter from each of these measurements produced a standard deviation of 1%. 

Diameter measured at the CCD must be transferred to the photocathode (input plane) so 

that it can be compared to the blur predicted by the SNR measurements. Unfortunately, 

the pixels used to sample the blur were neither continuous nor circularly symmetric. The 

least squares fit of the blur to the CCD pixel measurement produced a value of 2.99 

pixels in the horizontal direction, and 2.3 pixels in the vertical direction. Using the 

specified dimensions of the pixels, 11 /xm by 13 ixm (H x V), a diagonal dimension can 

be calculated firom the measurements: 

To account for the sampling of the CCD pixels, this diameter must be added in 

quadrature to the mean diameter of a pixel: 

Dividing this diameter by the specified minification factor of 0.69 will project it to the 

photocathode: 

Measured Blur at CCD « 7(2.99*11)'+(2.3*13)^ = 44.54 fitn. (36) 

(37) 

d^ = d'/0.69 = 69.1 fjLxn. (38) 
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(CCD measured blur diameter projected to the Xybion intensifier photocathode.) 

Although there are a number of errors associated with this calculation including the exact 

minification ratio (not measured), the rectangle to circle approximation, etc., it is still 

useful to compare d^ to the number that is derived from fit to the predicted SNR curve. 

Data set Mode! Blur 
Diameter 

(ixm) 

CCD Measured 
Blur Diameter 

(Mm) 

% Change 

A (Xybion GreNe) 67.7 69.1 +2 

B (Xybion GreNe) 67.8 69.1 +2 

C (Xybion GreNe) 71.8 69.1 -4 

Table 6; Comparison of blur diameter from derived model data and measured CCD data. 

Table 6 shows the comparison between the blur diameters as determined by the 

model, and those measured on the CCD array and transferred to the input plane. In all 

cases above, the blur derived from a fit to the SNR data is in good agreement with that 

measured spatially on the CCD. 
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6.0 SAMPLE SYSTEM REPRESENTATION 

Since the idealized system considered above would not ordinarily be encountered 

outside the laboratory, let us extend this treatment of the ICCD to include a complete 

model of a typical optical system. Consider a telescope of diameter D (assume no 

obscuration). Fourier analysis will predict that the diffraction limited intensity 

distribution of a point source image observed by the telescope will be simply the Fourier 

transform of the aperture: 

where Ji(r) is a Bessel function of the first kind, 

and 

f = focal length of telescope 
X = wavelength of the incident light 
r = radial variable 
D = input telescope diameter. 

This circularly symmetric function is commonly referred to as an Airy pattern. 

However, since this function is not easily manipulated, a Gaussian function will be used 

to approximate the distribution of intensity on the image plane. Define this image 

intensity distribution p(r): 

I(r) = 
Dr 

(39) 
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= E^iste (40) 

where 
Eq = photon irradiance at r = 0 
At = integration time 
f = focal length of the telescope 
D = input telescope diameter 
X = wavelength of incident light. 
a = fX/D. 

A graphical comparison of an Airy pattern (described by equation 39) and a 

Gaussian function (described by equation 40) is shown in Figure 15. 

1 
\ 

Airy Profile 

\ 
0.5 - A 

Gaussian Profile 

\ 
0 

1 2 3 

Figure 15: Overlay of Airy pattern (equation 39) and Gaussian (equation 40). 

The blur of the intensifier will also be approximated by a Gaussian function of 

amplitude A, defined by an p-e pulse response function s(r): 
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s(r) Ae 
(41) 

where 

A = normalization coefficient incorporating gain, 
b = intensifier Gaussian p-e pulse response radius. 

The signal i(r) will result from a convolution of this expression with p(r). These 

expressions lend themselves well to the Fourier transform manipulation where the 

Fourier transform (^) of a convolution is the product of the transforms: 

Here, the (P(p)) denotes the Fourier transform of the function (p(r)) (p is the spatial 

frequency corresponding to r). After some algebraic manipulation, it can be shown that 

the SNR for a shot noise limited system as defined by equation 24 will be 

where 

a =fX/D, 
b = ICCD Gaussian pulse response 
Eq = photon irradiance 
At = integration time 
17 = intensifier quantum efficiency. 

By observing at the peak pixel, and again using the small pixel approximation, this 

expression can be simplified. Given a fixed blur diameter (b = constant) and small 

image compared to the blur (a « b), then 

i(r) = ̂ -i{^{s(r)**p(r)}} =^-i{S(p) F(p)}. (42) 

SNR(r) = ^/i^ 
(43) 
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SNR(0)=>J ^ 
TT 

2a a « b, 
(44) 

If the image is much larger than the blur (a » b), then 

A/77 
SNR(0) => ' ' 2b a » b. 

/r 

(45) 

As before, when the input image is smaller than the ICCD blur, the SNR varies linearly 

with the size of the image. Conversely, if the image is much larger than the blur, SNR is 

limited by the diameter of the blur. 

SNR vs Airy Diameter 
(blur = 69 microns) 

Relative 0.6 
SNR 0.4 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 

Airy Diameter (microns 

Figure 16: Relative SNR for ICCD with 69 /xm blur diameter 
(point source image approximated by a gaussian). 

A plot of SNR versus Airy diameter for b = 69 fim is shown in figure 16. The SNR of 

an imaging system using this ICCD can thus be derived from of equation 43. It should 

be noted that if this ICCD were to be used as a sensor to image point sources for a 
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diffraction limited optical system, the Airy spot diameter would have to exceed 200 nm 

for the peak pixel to realize 96% of the performance possible Avith the sensor! 
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7.0 LESSONS LEARNED 

As with any experiment, there was a significant amount of time required to debug 

the data collection process to assure the validity of the data. Continuous reduction of the 

data and in-process preliminary analyses during the course of the experiment (or as soon 

after as possible) proved to be a valuable habit that prevented corruption of data by early 

test procedures. This was especially important since data were taken over a period of 

weeks and could not be reduced at the site of the experiment. The best example of this 

was the camera linearity problem, which turned out to be more subtle than first 

suspected. Only with an adequate amount of reduced data could a determination be made 

as to the level of gain reduction required. 

Good documentation and log keeping were also a valuable tool (as they usually 

are), especially in post analysis of the data. A regimented start-up routine and repetition 

of the last measurement taken (in the previous set) for a calibration point allowed a 

measurement of continuity and occasionally caught errors missed by a sleepy operator. 

Automation of the data collection was necessary since so many points had to be 

sampled (100 for each SNR datum point). Automation of the whole process from data 

collection to data reduction by using a language such as "C" would be preferable, but 

vmting such code would not have proved time effective for this particular experiment. 
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8.0 PROJECTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

8.1 INVESTIGATION OF GAIN EFFECTS ON BLUR AND SNR 

Given the above discussion of the potential effect gain can have on the SNR and 

thus the estimation of the blur diameter using SNR data, characterization of linearity at 

the gain levels of interest is required. Even in a "linear" camera, it should be verified that 

gain has no effect on SNR. 

8.2 ERROR MITIGATION 

A number of errors within this experiment contributed to the large error bars that 

were applied to the data. Several steps could be taken in future work to mitigate these 

sources. These include: painting the aperture holders black to reduce internal reflections, 

larger sampling of SNR measurements, mode locking the laser source to reduce temporal 

variations, and characterization of camera non-linearity at all levels of interest. 

8.3 INVESTIGATION OF MEASUREMENT ANOMALIES AND LARGER 

APERTURE SIZES 

Due in part to interest in the results for small apertures and the fact that the 1 mm 

aperture was not precision made, fewer data points were taken at the larger apertures 

(>600 fjLTa). Although the projected plateau for SNR falls within the error bars at 400 /xra 

and beyond, there are curious dips at these apertures in many data sets that were 

unexpected and currently not accounted for. Aperture tube assembly anomalies may be a 

culprit but there are no data to substantiate this. 
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Measurement of data at apertures larger than 1 mm would at least be of academic 

interest, although there is no indication that any change should be expected. This type of 

measurement would necessarily entail investigation into the current limit protection 

mechanisms for eacli camera. 

8.4 UNIVERSALITY OF EFFECT 

It should be emphasized that the theory developed herein applies specifically to 

devices in which a single event causes a series of events that are spread out over many 

elements. This is the p-e pulse distribution. In devices such as a photon counter where 

all the generated electrons are focussed into a single element, there is little or no p-e 

pulse width, and therefore the effect predicted by the theory herein wall be small. 

Although there was good agreement in the data between the two different 

manufacturers, it is not known how much this effect varies from camera to camera. 

Consequently generalized results must have a big caveat. Testing with a number of 

various models including the next generation intensifiers (GEN III) is recommended. 

8.5 INVESTIGATION OF CCD SAMPLING 

In this investigation, an assumption was made that the CCD pixels were small 

compared to the blur of the intensifier. The SNR equation 24 at r = 0 thus approximates 

the signal over the area of one small pixel. Although the curve fit of this expression to 

the measured data indicates that this was a reasonable approximation, a rigorous 

expression must incorporate the finite size (and location) of the CCD pixels into equation 

24. 
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9.0 CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that the SNR performance of the ICCD varies with image size 

up to the ICCD blur diameter. A model for this effect was found by considering the 

ICCD as an optical system in and of itself with a finite blur (p-e pulse response), and 

analyzing it as a linear shift invariant system using convolutions. Application of this 

model to the experiment provided a way to estimate the ICCD blur diameter viathout 

using digitized and minimized measurements from the CCD. Comparison of predicted 

blur diameters using SNR measurements and CCD measurements agreed very well in all 

cases in the laser measurements. The effect was also consistent at different light levels 

and across different camera manufacturer's devices. Evaluation of this model at its limits 

predicts that SNR performance of the ICCD under the peak of an image signal will be 

limited by the input spot diameter for images much less than the size of the ICCD blur 

(p-e pulse response), and will be limited by the blur for objects much larger than the blur 

diameter. It should be noted that this model only applies to shot noise limited systems, 

and consequently may not apply at very low gain settings for the ICCD. Further, as 

previously mentioned, systems having a much smaller p-e pulse response will in general 

not follow these results. 

When considering an ICCD for use in a quantitative system, one must model it as 

an optical system in and of itself, where the resolution element for the ICCD is the 

corresponding p-e pulse response of the intensifier sampled by the CCD, and not the 

finite element of the CCD. Performance models for such systems where noise equivalent 

measurements are of concern must either ensure that the image diameter on the focal 

plane does not approach the gaussian diameter of the ICCD blur, or must include an 
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ICCD SNR model which incorporates the blur (photoelectron pulse response) size into 

the statistical description of the system. 

Finally, an old axiom is very applicable for the use of the ICCD in any given 

system: measure as one would calibrate, and calibrate as one would measure. The 

penalty for not doing so can be considerable. 
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APPENDIX A 

The Dirac Delta Function 

The Dirac delta function, 5(x-Xq) has the following properties: 

, \  J O i f x  =  X o  

[oo if X?i: Xfl 

such that under integration 

CO 

J d x  S  ( x - X q)  =  1 .  

It also exhibits what is called the sifting property such that given a function f(x) that is 

continuos at Xg, 

St ^ \ (/(^o) for a<x<b 
f c&C(5(.r-Xo)/(x) = <^ n " t, • 
J [0 otherwise. 
a 

If Xo= 0, then 

f <5(x-Xo) f { x )  =  < ^ < h  
J [0 otherwise. 
a 

(Barrett and Swindell, 1981) 
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